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Dosage-controlled intracellular delivery mediated
by acoustofluidics for lab on a chip applications†
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Biological research and many cell-based therapies rely on the successful delivery of cargo materials into

cells. Intracellular delivery in an in vitro setting refers to a variety of physical and biochemical techniques

developed for conducting rapid and efficient transport of materials across the plasma membrane.

Generally, the techniques that are time-efficient (e.g., electroporation) suffer from heterogeneity and low

cellular viability, and those that are precise (e.g., microinjection) suffer from low-throughput and are labor-

intensive. Here, we present a novel in vitro microfluidic strategy for intracellular delivery, which is based on

the acoustic excitation of adherent cells. Strong mechanical oscillations, mediated by Lamb waves, inside a

microfluidic channel facilitate the cellular uptake of different size (e.g., 3–500 kDa, plasmid encoding EGFP)

cargo materials through endocytic pathways. We demonstrate successful delivery of 500 kDa dextran to

various adherent cell lines with unprecedented efficiency in the range of 65–85% above control. We also

show that actuation voltage and treatment duration can be tuned to control the dosage of delivered

substances. High viability (≥91%), versatility across different cargo materials and various adherent cell lines,

scalability to hundreds of thousands of cells per treatment, portability, and ease-of-operation are among

the unique features of this acoustofluidic strategy. Potential applications include targeting through

endocytosis-dependant pathways in cellular disorders, such as lysosomal storage diseases, which other

physical methods are unable to address. This novel acoustofluidic method achieves rapid, uniform, and

scalable delivery of material into cells, and may find utility in lab-on-a-chip applications.

Introduction

Targeted drug delivery, gene silencing, and DNA editing
technologies, as well as intracellular imaging, rely on the
successful delivery of substances into living cells. Among
these substances are genetic materials, synthetic materials,
natural substances, drugs, and drug carriers. In an intact
plasma membrane, uncharged small-sized molecules (smaller
than 500 Da) with intermediate lipophilicity and limited

hydrogen bonding capacity may be internalized through
passive diffusion.1,2 However, larger substances can enter via
active internalization mechanisms that require energy and
involve substance engulfment in membrane-bound vesicles,
derived from the plasma membrane, through endocytosis.3

For effective delivery of materials into cells, two general
approaches are used: a) biochemical methods, which
overcome the barrier of the polar hydrophobic lipid bilayer,
such as calcium phosphate transfection or lipofection, and b)
physical methods, aimed at transient disruption of the
cellular membrane by introducing pores using techniques
like electroporation or sonoporation.

Biochemical methods introduce genetic materials to the
cell mostly by means of endocytosis. Due to the lower
efficacy of the calcium phosphate precipitation method,
lipid-based transfection methods are considered the “gold-
standard” and are routinely used as a basis of comparison
to evaluate the efficiencies of alternative methods.4

Lipofection leads to the association of charge-neutralized
liposome-cargo complexes with the negative-charged plasma
membrane and the eventual delivery of cargo to the cell
interior.5 Although lipofection effectively delivers materials
to the cells, it still has significant drawbacks as some
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transfection reagents can exhibit cytotoxic effects.
Additionally, transfection efficacy differs between different
cells and even within the same population of isogenic cells.

On the other hand, physical methods, such as
electroporation, rely on external forces. These external forces
cause the formation of physical pores in the lipid bilayer that
leads to immediate transport of materials across the
membrane.1 However, the mechanisms underlying these
techniques may cause permanent permeabilization of the
membrane and the consequent loss of cell homeostasis.6 In
sonoporation, for instance, microbubble inertial cavitation
can cause small pores on the membrane that facilitates the
entry of small molecules through diffusion. However, larger
substances, like genetic materials, may need to pass the cell
through larger pores that need stronger ultrasound waves,
which may produce larger hard-to-seal pores on the
membrane leading to cell death.7

Most membrane disruption-mediated methods, regardless of
their underlying delivery mechanism being biochemical or
physical, suffer from low cellular viability when it comes to a
high-efficiency delivery. The reason for this low viability is the
fact that these disruption strategies are typically unable to
account for the cellular heterogeneity in tolerating the external
forces. As a result, the disruption methodology is usually
engineered to be harsh enough so that a larger number of cells
experience the minimum membrane disruption of sufficient
size and lifetime needed for the passage of the cargo material.
Other physical methods, including microinjection, that feature
a higher precision in the amount of delivery, are also low-
throughput and labor-intensive. These drawbacks can limit
their application. Therefore, despite the rapid progress being
made in both biochemical and physical methods of delivery,
there is currently no widely adopted strategy that is both robust
and high-throughput—avoiding cellular damage and facilitating
rapid and efficient intracellular delivery of various substances.

One approach to overcome the above-mentioned
limitations is to couple the conventional techniques with
microfluidics. To do this, physical effects are engineered on
the scale of single cells to entail a higher degree of precision.
In recent microfluidic studies, electroporation, either alone
or in conjunction with other methodologies, has been
incorporated in microchannels in order to enhance
intracellular delivery and cellular viability, reduce treatment
heterogeneity, and tune payload delivery.8–11 Similar attempts
have been made to improve the effectiveness of sonoporation
and microinjection, by employing confined microfluidic
channels for manipulating single-cells, and better controlling
the physical forces exerted on single-cells.12–17

Despite the advantages of coupling conventional physical
methods with novel microfluidic approaches, it still remains
a challenge to overcome channel clogging, cell lysis, and low
throughput, which are typically associated with microfluidic
approaches, especially when the precision of the
methodology is scaled down to a single-cell level.1,18 For
example, in the microfluidic cell squeezing technique, due to
the fixed constriction geometry, the shear stress imposed by

the channel walls on cells with various sizes can differ by
orders of magnitudes.19 Microfluidic hydroporators18,20 and
vortex shedding,21 where hydrodynamic forces are employed
to cause cell deformation and subsequent intracellular
delivery, suffer from similar limitations.

By employing nanofabrication techniques, more precise
nanofluidic approaches with high controllability on the
delivery have been reported.22,23 A variety of acoustofluidic
approaches have also been developed for the manipulation of
fluids24,25 and particles26–29 and intracellular delivery.30,31

Here, we propose a novel strategy for intracellular delivery,
where adherent cells are acoustically excited using a vibrating
substrate. Our methodology is built upon our previously
reported acoustofluidic platform for monitoring cell-induced
acoustic microstreaming and probing cellular stiffness by
acoustically actuating cells.32 We report that, mechanical
oscillations and the resultant acoustic microstreaming flow can
facilitate cellular uptake, which we find to be mainly through
endocytic pathways. We show that this methodology has
unique characteristics in delivering a precise amount of cargo
materials into individual cells, an effect observed in several
distinct cell lines, and is independent of the size and charge of
the cargo molecules, while maintaining high viability (above
91%). In this acoustofluidic platform, treatment time and
excitation amplitude can be regarded as the control parameters
for delivery dosage to tens of thousands of cells per treatment.
We demonstrate successful delivery of 500 kDa dextran to
various cell lines with an unprecedented19,33–35 delivery
efficiency in the range of 65–85% above control. We also
demonstrate the applicability of our technique, not only for
drug delivery but also for efficient delivery of siRNA and
plasmids for gene therapy. In addition, we identify endocytosis
as the dominant mechanism of delivery of substances, and
thus, our acoustofluidic strategy can be especially useful to
address current challenges in controlled endocytosis-
dependent delivery that other available membrane disruption-
mediated strategies are unable to target. For instance, this
acoustofluidic device can potentially be used for screening
drugs on many cell disease states that are directly associated
with endosomes or lysosomes, such as cancer,36 Alzheimer's
disease,37 and lysosomal storage diseases.3,38,39 Likewise, lipid-
based transfection reagents also rely on the intracellular
trafficking of endosomes.4,40,41

Results
Working principle of the acoustofluidic device

As displayed in Fig. 1 and S1,† our acoustofluidic device is
composed of a single-layer polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
microfluidic channel and a piezoelectric (PZT) transducer,
which is bonded onto a thin glass substrate. The surface of
the microfluidic channel is functionalized using fibronectin
solution at a concentration of 100 μg ml−1 to facilitate the
adhesion of cells onto the glass surface. The cells are then
seeded into the microfluidic channel and are cultured for at
least two days before treatment with acoustic waves.
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When an AC electric field is used to actuate the PZT
transducer, acoustic waves are generated that propagate into
the acoustofluidic device, causing the substrate and the cells
to vibrate, which in turn, cause streaming flow generation in
the fluid.29,32 The vibration profile, and the resultant
microstreaming flow regime, depend on the actuation
frequency and the position of the channel. As a result, many
different acoustic streaming patterns are possible inside the
microchannel. The orientation and the relative position of
the channel and PZT are determined experimentally such
that a strong microstreaming flow inside the microchannel is
generated. This was achieved by probing the microstreaming
flow at various locations inside the channel while the PZT
was bonded permanently next to the channel. As shown
previously,29,32 microstreaming velocity is proportional to the
amplitude of PZT actuation. A faster microstreaming flow
results in a higher shear stress imposed on the cells.
Therefore, shear stress is proportional to the actuation
voltage. It should also be noted that a continuous exposure
to strong acoustic excitations can cause the cells to gradually
lose their attachment to the substrate.42–44 These two effects
are thought to be the two major contributing factors to the
intracellular delivery in our acoustofluidic device.

The oscillations and the resultant microstreaming flow
enable simultaneous treatment of tens of thousands of adhered
cells per treatment. For the sake of simplicity and as a proof-of-
concept demonstration, in this article, we choose and monitor
the cells located in a region of interest (ROI) of 2 × 2 mm on
the substrate surface where relatively strong microstreaming
effect is observed.29,32 Post-treatment measurements are
conducted on ∼100 cells per experiment (Fig. 1).

By applying square-wave voltages to the transducer at a
constant frequency of 96 kHz and using different amplitudes,
we explore the delivery of cargo materials into numerous
adherent cell lines for various treatment duration. During the
treatment, cells are exposed to fluorescently labelled cargo
materials mixed with the cell culture medium. Once the

treatment is over, cells are washed, by pipetting cell culture
medium into the microchannel, before the fluorescence
images are taken. In control and treatment experiments, cells
are exposed to identical solutions (containing cargo at an
equal concentration) for an equal amount of time. Image
analysis techniques are then employed to quantify the
delivery efficiency and the uptake using a semi-automated
protocol (see Note S1†). Briefly, the delivery efficiency is
defined as the number of successfully treated cells divided by
the total number of treated cells. The cells with a
fluorescence intensity higher than the mean intensity of 95%
of the control cells are considered as successfully treated
cells.19,45 Post-treatment measurements are conducted on
∼100 cells per experiment.

Effect of different actuation parameters

To evaluate the relationship between the efficiency of uptake
and the actuation parameters, we aim to deliver relatively
small molecules (i.e., 3 kDa dextran conjugated with Alexa
Fluor 488) into MDA-MB-231 cells. Dextran is a hydrophilic
and non-digestible carbohydrate that is commercially
available in a wide range of molecular sizes and photostable
fluorophore conjugates and has well-differentiated excitation/
emission spectra suitable for fluorescence microscopy.47

Fig. 2 shows the delivery results for different treatment
duration and actuation power. We find that 1 W is the
maximum input power possible for treating cells with
continuous excitation while avoiding excessive heat
generation by the transducer. Increasing the treatment
duration from 2 min to 20 min results in a ∼six-fold increase
in the delivery efficiency (Fig. 2a) and a ∼three-fold increase
in the uptake (Fig. S4a†).

When the input power decreases to below 1 W, the
mechanical oscillations become weaker, and therefore, the
delivery efficiency (Fig. 2b) and the uptake (Fig. S4b†)
decrease. The actuation power is also proportional to the

Fig. 1 Schematic (not to scale) of the acoustofluidic device showing the vibrations of the substrate and the hypothesized mechanism of
intracellular delivery. Due to the actuation of the PZT transducer at a relatively low frequency, Lamb waves46 are generated when the substrate
has a sufficiently small thickness compared to the acoustic wavelength. The oscillation of substrate and cells induces the formation of acoustic
microstreaming, which gives rise to the transport of cargo materials from the bulk of the liquid towards the cell membrane. We hypothesize that a
combined effect of mechanical vibrations and microstreaming flow facilitates the uptake of cargo materials by the cell. The schematic is created
with Biorender.com.
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velocity of the resultant microstreaming flow (i.e., a higher
actuation voltage corresponds to a stronger streaming flow),
as this has been shown for the microstreaming flow
generated by cells32 and glass substrates29 in acoustofluidic
devices. The role of flow-induced shear stress for the case of
1 W actuation power will be investigated later in this article.

While continuing to increase the input power to values
above 1 W enables even higher delivery efficiencies, heat
generation by the transducer begins to negatively impact
cellular viability. Therefore, for input powers above 1 W, we
choose to use pulses instead of continuous waves. The duty
cycles (written as percentage values in Fig. 2c and S4c†),
therefore, are adjusted such that the maximum temperature
within the ROI during the treatment remains below 37 °C.

The uptake appears to be nonuniform in the treated cells.
In some cells (for example, the cell indicated by a white
arrowhead in Fig. S5a†), dextran is distributed homogenously
throughout the entire cytosol, whereas other cells exhibit
fluorescence from localized spots. More cells treated with
higher amplitudes (e.g., 21 W) exhibit homogenous dextran

distribution. This observation may be explained by the strong
acoustic waves generated at high actuation powers (i.e., 21 W).
We find that, in this situation, cells can lose some of their
adhesion focal points such that, by the end of the treatment,
some cells become partially detached from the substrate
surface. This forceful detachment (similar to the scrape loading
technique)48,49 may yield plasma membrane disruption, which
in turn can cause the cargo material to be internalized through
transient openings on the plasma membrane.

We also find that, at low power actuation (≤1 W), no cell
death due to acoustic excitation occurs, as almost all cells
maintain their adhesion to the channel surface for the entire
duration of treatment. However, 9% cell death
(corresponding to 91% viability) is observed when we apply
very high actuation powers (e.g., 200 W). Such high actuation
powers cause the entire cell population to detach from the
substrate surface within seconds while maintaining good
viability (see Fig. S6†). For measuring the viability, the
detached cells are incubated for 16 h posttreatment, at which
point the re-adhered cells are assumed as viable, and the
non-adhered cells are considered as nonviable.

This unique feature of our acoustofluidic strategy in
maintaining a high viability rate is due to the way acoustic
excitation is applied in our device, which is mainly through
substrate vibrations. As soon as a cell is detached, the
substrate-mediated acoustic energy experienced by the cell
diminishes, and the cell starts to move as a result of flow-
induced drag and acoustic radiation forces.28,50 We identify 1
W actuation power and 20 min treatment as a condition that
ensures high viability and delivery efficiency. For these
parameters, a continuous microstreaming flow induced by
cell oscillations32 and substrate vibrations29 is maintained
throughout the entire treatment period, and thus we use this
condition for the rest of the experiments.

Versatility in the delivery of various materials into different cells

Next, we study the versatility of our acoustofluidic technique in
delivering larger size cargo materials, including 70 kDa anionic
fluorescein isothiocyanate dextran (FITC-dextran) and 500 kDa
anionic fluorescein dextran. As depicted in Fig. 3a, a delivery
efficiency of ∼60–85% is obtained for 3–500 kDa dextran, with
the highest efficiency for 500 kDa dextran. This evidence
supports the hypothesis that membrane disruption cannot be
the dominant mechanism of delivery for 500 kDa dextran,
because if it was, then a higher uptake (see Fig. S7a†) compared
to their respective control would occur for smaller size dextran
molecules due to their higher diffusion rate. As shown in
Fig. 3d and S7c and d,† our intracellular delivery technique is
not limited to MDA-MB-231 cells, as we also demonstrate
successful delivery of dextran to MCF-7 and PC3 cells.

Probing the mechanism of intracellular delivery

The outer leaflet of the plasma membrane is the surface
through which each cell communicates with its environment,
and to appropriately respond to, or affect, its environment,

Fig. 2 The effect of input power and treatment duration on the
intracellular delivery of 3 kDa dextran into MDA-MB-231 cells. (a) The
delivery results for different treatment duration when continuous 1 W
input power is applied. (b) Delivery results for the input power in the
range of 0.1–1 W and 20 min treatment. Within this range, the
temperature rise is insignificant, and therefore, a continuous wave
actuation is used. (c) Delivery results for different input powers in the
range of 3–21 W. For each input power, the duty cycle of the square-
waves is set in the range of 7–43% for 10 min treatment duration, to
avoid excessive heat generated by the transducer and the vibrating
PDMS. The error bars indicate one standard deviation of 3 independent
experiments (N = 3).
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its composition must be tightly regulated by the cell. In a
process known as endocytosis, plasma membrane lipids,
integral proteins, and extracellular fluid become fully
internalized into the cell.51 There are many pathways of
endocytosis orchestrated by different proteins at the cell
surface that operate simultaneously. The most well-known of
these pathways is clathrin-mediated endocytosis. Other
endocytic pathways that are not dependent on the protein
clathrin are known as clathrin-independent pathways that
involve proteins, such as caveolin and flotillin. Cells
continuously undergo endocytosis, and the endocytic
pathways that dominate in terms of contribution to the total
fluid volume within internalized membrane carriers (vesicles)
are often designated as fluid-phase endocytosis. Unlike
receptor-mediated endocytosis, fluid-phase endocytosis does
not require specific binding of material to be internalized to
the plasma membrane or concentration of molecules at
particular sites.52 A variety of fluorescently labeled dextran
molecules are commonly used as markers of fluid-phase
endocytosis and macropinocytic probes to study the
properties of endocytic cargos.53

In contrast to 3 kDa dextran, which can diffuse into the
cell cytosol if the cell membrane is disrupted (highlighted by
a white arrow in Fig. S5a†), 500 kDa dextran molecules
appear to be localized as aggregates within the cell cytosol
(Fig. 3b and c). This could be an indication that 500 kDa
dextran is taken up by the cell via an endocytosis-dominant
mechanism. Massive endocytosis (MEND),54 as well as
exocytosis, are both associated with the intracellular increase
of calcium ions (Ca2+). Therefore, we measure the
intracellular level of Ca2+ using Fluo-4 AM, which is a labeled
cell-permeant indicator of Ca2+ (Fig. S8†). As depicted in

Fig. 4a, a significant increase in Ca2+ level is observed in the
treated cells, which can be linked to the enhanced endocytic
activity of cells.55,56 As calcium influx can trigger MEND,57

Fig. 3 Versatility in the delivery of different size cargo materials into various cell lines. (a) Delivery results for dextran with different molecular weights
into MDA-MB-231 cells. (b) Bright-field and fluorescence images showing 500 kDa dextran delivery into MDA-MB-231 cells. The presence of localized
high-intensity aggregates of fluorescein dextran suggests an endocytic-dominant mechanism of delivery. (c) A confocal fluorescence image of an
acoustically treated MDA-MB-231 cell showing the internalized 500 kDa fluorescein dextran (green). The membrane and nucleus of the cell are stained
with wheat germ agglutinin (WGA, red) and Hoechst 33342 (blue), respectively. (d) Delivery results for MCF-7 and PC3 cells. Delivery efficiency of ∼63%
is obtained in both experiments. The scale bars represent 100 μm and 10 μm in (b) and (c), respectively. A 20 min continuous square-wave at 1 W input
power is used in all experiments. Data show mean values ± one standard deviation, representative of three experiments.

Fig. 4 Probing the mechanism of intracellular delivery. (a) The
intracellular level of Fluo-4 AM, a labeled calcium indicator in control and
treated cells. (b) Effect of Ca2+ on the delivery of 3 kDa and 70 kDa
dextran. (c) Delivery results of dextran with different charges and a pH-
sensitive fluorescently labeled dextran. The delivery of pHrodo Green 10
kDa dextran, which fluoresces at low pH values, is an indication of the
endosomal pathway role in intracellular delivery. A 20 min continuous
square-wave at 1 W input power is used in all experiments. Data show
mean values ± one standard deviation, representative of three
experiments (*P < 0.05 by 2-tailed Student's t-test).
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depleting Ca2+ from the culture medium should decrease the
amount of intracellular delivery if calcium is functionally
required for enhanced endocytosis in the treated cells. To test
this hypothesis, we treat cells with dextran in calcium-free
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solutions. Our results show
that the delivery efficiency is not suppressed (Fig. 4b) and a
∼40% decrease in the uptake (Fig. S9a†) is observed when
cells are treated in a calcium-free solution. These results
reinforce our hypothesis that our acoustofluidic treatment for
intracellular delivery depends to some extent on the Ca2+-
triggered endocytosis.

When extracellular materials are internalized through an
endocytic pathway, they can be entrapped in endosomes before
being degraded by enzymes in lysosomes.58 Using pHrodo
Green 10 kDa dextran, which is a pH-sensitive dye, we monitor
the uptake of dextran through endosomes (Fig. S10†). Due to
its pH sensitivity, this dye exhibits a dramatic increase in
fluorescence when pH decreases from neutral to acidic values.
Delivery efficiency of ∼50% obtained for cells treated with this
dye (Fig. 4c) is evidence of the role of the endosomal pathway
in the intracellular delivery. As opposed to conventional
fluorescently labeled dextran molecules, which are anionic, we
also attempt to deliver zwitterionic dextran to MDA-MB-231 at
an efficiency of ∼60%. An increase in the uptake of zwitterionic
dextran compared to anionic dextran (Fig. S7b†) could be due
to the polar characteristics of the lipid bilayer that makes the
plasma membrane impermeable to charged molecules
(regardless of the molecular size) and more permeable to
uncharged ones.59

It has been shown that treatment with ultrasound and
microbubbles can enhance flotillin-dependent fluid-phase
endocytosis and MEND (massive endocytosis).60 We
hypothesize that similar pathways could be triggered due to
the acoustic excitation in our device, and therefore, we also
study the uptake through flotillin-mediated endocytosis. We
acoustically treat wild-type MDA-MB-231 cells as well as a
previously described60 flotillin-1 knockout MDA-MB-231 cells
(generated by CRISPR/Cas9). As illustrated in Fig. S9c,†
flotillin knockout cells exhibit a ∼40% reduction in the
uptake, indicating that flotillin also contributes to the
enhanced delivery by our acoustofluidic method.

In our acoustofluidic device, as a result of the acoustic
excitation, shear stress is generated on the viscous boundary
layer surrounding the plasma membrane, which in turn,
drags the bulk of the fluid into motion.32 Based on Newton's
third law, the plasma membrane, too, has to experience shear
stress with equal magnitude. Since fluid shear forces alone
can cause membrane permeabilization,1 we estimate the
shear stress exerted on the plasma membrane when the cell
is actuated at 1 W (see Note S2†). Then, using a flow control
system, we expose the adherent cells to a unidirectional flow
that generates roughly equal shear stress on the cell
monolayer. As illustrated in Fig. 5, treatment with shear
stress due to unidirectional flow (when there is no acoustic
excitation) can contribute a maximum of 20% to the delivery
efficiency of 500 kDa dextran. The uptake is also much lower

in the shear-only-treated cells compared to the acoustically
treated ones (Fig. S9d†). However, this shear stress could be
responsible to some extent for the elevated calcium level
shown in Fig. 4a.61,62 Therefore, the data suggest that shear
forces induced by the microstreaming flow are not the major
contributor to the enhanced cellular uptake.

Delivery of nucleic acids

One of the most commonly used tools in molecular biology
for inhibiting the expression of certain genes is the silencing
of the RNA that interferes with both translation and
transcription of the genes, leading to repressed protein
expression. The discovery of RNA interference is a milestone
in gene therapy because it opens opportunities to discover
numerous pathways in many diseases including cancer,

Fig. 5 Continuous-flow experiments. (a) Schematic of the
continuous-flow experiment. (b) Effect of exposure to continuous flow
(shear stress only) and acoustic excitation on the delivery efficiency for
different exposure durations. Acoustically actuated cells exhibit
significantly higher delivery efficiencies compared to those exposed to
shear stress only. (c) Fluorescence images of the cells acoustically
treated at 1 W and those exposed to the continuous flow. The scale
bars represent 100 μm. Acoustic treatments are conducted on MDA-
MB-231 cells using a continuous square-wave at 1 W input power.
Results shown in (c) are for 20 min acoustic treatments. Data show
mean values ± one standard deviation, representative of three
experiments (*P < 0.05 by 2-tailed Student's t-test).
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genetic disorders, autoimmune diseases, and viral
infections.63 siRNAs are double-stranded RNA molecules of
20–25 base pairs in length. Effective delivery of siRNA is a
critical first step to achieve the desired protein expression
inhibition. Conventional siRNA delivery methods are
biochemical ones in which siRNA and lipid molecules make
a complex that is easily taken by cells via a process called
lipofection.5 To further explore the applicability of our
acoustofluidic device for gene therapy, we treat MDA-MB-231
cells with labeled GAPDH siRNA, which results in an
approximately 45% delivery efficiency of siRNA (Fig. 6).
Compared to the control experiment (lipofection), the
acoustically treated cells exhibit a roughly eight-fold increase
in the uptake of siRNA (Fig. S11a†).

One of the most commonly used tools in molecular
biology to introduce DNA into cells are plasmid vectors.
Plasmids are circular, double-stranded DNA molecules that
occur naturally in bacteria, yeast, and some higher eukaryotic
cells and exist in a parasitic or symbiotic relationship with
their host cell.64 Plasmids can be engineered to possess
recombinant DNA and to transfer genes between different
cells. They are also used to introduce CRISPR/Cas9 gene-
editing tools into the cells with either physical techniques,
such as electroporation, or biochemical techniques, such as
lipofectamine transfection. It has been shown that
introducing Cas9–sgRNA complexes directly to the cells via
electroporation, instead of using chemical-based methods,
can improve efficiency and reduce off-target effects,
highlighting a trend towards direct delivery of
macromolecules.65,66 Plasmids are usually 5–10 kilo-base
pairs with a diameter smaller than 100 nm.67,68 Since
plasmids carry nucleotides with phosphate groups, the
overall net charge of the plasmids is negative; therefore,
cationic compounds, such as lipids and polymer reagents,
condense plasmids into solid nanoparticles with dimensions
of tens of nanometers, easing the uptake of the plasmids by
shrinking their size and shielding their negative charge.1,69

Plasmids often carry specific markers, such as the gene
encoding for enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) and
antibiotic resistance genes. In this study, we show the
intracellular delivery of a plasmid encoding EGFP that is
often used for assessing transfection efficacy. Compared to

lipofectamine transfection alone, acoustic treatment together
with lipofection show a delivery efficiency of ∼33% (Fig. 6)
and a roughly three-fold increase in EGFP intensity (Fig.
S11b†). Higher uptake of siRNA and expression of EGFP in
much shorter treatment time, compared to the conventional
liposome-based transfection methods, demonstrate the
versatility of our acoustofluidic platform for gene delivery.

Discussion

In this article, we showed that acoustic treatment via plate
vibrations can facilitate the endocytosis of different sizes of
dextran molecules (3 kDa, 70 kDa, and 500 kDa) efficiently in a
relatively short time (on the order of minutes) and with high
cellular viability. We demonstrated successful delivery of 500
kDa dextran to various cell lines with an unprecedented19,33–35

delivery efficiency in the range of 65–85% within a short (≤20
min) treatment duration. The acidity of vesicles increases as
they form and go through the maturation process.70,71

Enhanced fluorescence intensity of pHrodo Green 10 kDa
dextran after the treatment indicates that more endosomes are
formed when 10 kDa dextran is taken up by the acoustically
excited cells compared to the control cells.

The uptake of 70 kDa dextran by the flotillin-knockout
cells upon acoustic excitation shows that the intracellular
delivery may also depend on other pathways including those
mediated by clathrin or caveolin. We also observed that in
our acoustofluidic technique, due to the generation of
microstreaming flow, dextran compounds, regardless of their
sizes, are advected towards the cellular membrane, and the
larger the substance is, the more time is needed for its
internalization. The substances that are drawn to the
membrane do not dissociate from the membrane even after
washing, suggesting that these molecules are in the process
of becoming internalized at the cellular membrane.72

For efficient intracellular delivery, the molecular charge is
an important consideration as molecules with a positive
charge, such as cationic lipids and cationic cell-penetrating
peptides and polymers commonly used as transfection
agents, tend to be more efficient at penetrating the negatively
charged plasma membrane for gaining entry to cells.1,73

Here, we showed that acoustic excitation can facilitate the
intracellular delivery of substances, regardless of their
molecular charges, as it enables the delivery of neutral and
anionic molecules. Therefore, our acoustofluidic strategy may
also be used in the intracellular delivery of proteins with
negative charges, such as antibodies, as most of the typical
cargo molecules, including DNA and RNA, possess a net
negative charge.

In this study, we also showed that treatment with low
amplitude acoustic excitation together with lipofection could
deliver fluorescently labeled GAPDH siRNA to the MDA-MB-
231 cells more effectively than the conventional biochemical
delivery method carried out by lipofection alone. Importantly,
a combination of acoustic excitation with lipofectamine can
minimize the harmful effects of lipofection on the cells as

Fig. 6 Delivery results of siRNA and plasmid. Acoustic treatments are
conducted on MDA-MB-231 cells using a continuous square-wave at 1
W input power for 20 min. Data show mean values ± one standard
deviation, representative of three experiments.
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the cells need to be exposed to the complex for a much
shorter time (on the order of tens of minutes) than the
conventional 4–6 hour time window.

The intracellular delivery using acoustofluidics, together
with lipofectamine, also enhanced the expression of EGFP
by the plasmid (almost three-fold increase, Fig. S11b†)
compared to the conventional lipofectamine based plasmid
delivery. Therefore, plasmid delivery using acoustics is not
only shortening the time needed for efficient transfection of
plasmids, but it is also unique in its ability to enhance the
transfection efficiency, making this technique both time-
and cost-effective.

The possibility of cells taking up substances through
endocytic pathways may be especially useful in drug
screening applications, for diseases associated with
endosomes or lysosomes. For the cargo material to reach
other intracellular targets, however, it must escape the
endosomal progression. Carriers with fusion capabilities, e.g.,
cell ghosts74,75 and virosomes,76 and exosomes77 are
examples of systems that can circumvent endocytosis and
enhance the effectiveness of cargo material release into target
cells. The use of these carriers with our acoustofluidic
technique can be explored in more detail in the future.

Finally, the design of the acoustofluidic platform
presented in this article can be further developed for treating
a larger population of cells in a single run. Also, the
permeabilization of cellular membrane and the extent of
disruption can be further characterized. Moreover, since the
endocytosis process and the corresponding timescale can be
cell-type dependent and vary depending on the charge and
size of the cargo substances, it can be studied and optimized
in the future. In addition, treating cells at their resonant
frequencies78,79 and delivery to hard-to-transfect cells can be
the interesting future directions of our work.

Materials and methods
Acoustofluidic device fabrication

We used photolithography followed by soft lithography to
fabricate a PDMS microfluidic channel. Briefly, we first
fabricated the microchannel design (145 μm × 2 mm × 3 cm)
on a silicon mold using SU8 photoresist (MicroChem, USA),
and then a 1 : 10 ratio of PDMS base and curing agent
(Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, USA) mixture was used to make
the microfluidic channel. The final PDMS channel cut and
peeled from the silicon mold had a ∼1 mm wall thickness.
The channel and a PZT transducer (7BB-27-4L0, Mouser
Electronics, USA) were then bonded next to each other onto a
70 μm × 22 mm × 50 mm glass substrate (Agar Scientific, UK)
using plasma treatment and liquid PDMS, respectively.
Actuation voltage and frequency were generated using a
function generator (33521A, Agilent, USA) and amplified
using an amplifier (2200L, E&I, USA). Acoustic
microstreaming flows were captured using a high-speed
camera (Vision Research).

Cell preparation

The microfluidic channel was incubated for at least 2 hours
with fibronectin (Sigma, USA) solution at a concentration of
100 μg ml−1 to facilitate the adhesion of cells to the glass
surface. After the cells were seeded into the microfluidic
channel, it was incubated at 37 °C for at least two days before
the experiments were conducted. The cell culture medium is
composed of RPMI 1640 (Wisent Bioproducts, Canada)
growth medium supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine
serum (Wisent Bioproducts, Canada) and 1% (v/v) PenStrep
(Wisent Bioproducts, Canada). For the cellular membrane
staining, WGA Alexa Fluor 633 conjugate (ThermoFisher,
USA) was used at a dilution of 1 : 100 in PBS, and nuclear
staining was carried out with Hoechst 33342 (ThermoFisher,
USA) at a concentration of 0.1 μg ml−1. Cells were incubated
at 37 °C for 15 minutes before images were taken.

Dextran solution preparation

All dextran solutions were prepared by mixing dextran in the
cell culture medium. 3 kDa Alexa 488 dextran (ThermoFisher,
USA) was used at a final concentration of 50 μM.80 70 kDa
anionic FITC-dextran (ThermoFisher, USA) and 70 kDa
zwitterionic Texas Red (ThermoFisher, USA) with equal final
concentrations of 0.11 mg mL−1 were used.81 pHrodo Green
10 kDa dextran (ThermoFisher, USA) was used at a final
concentration of 100 μg ml−1. 500 kDa fluorescein dextran
(ThermoFisher, USA) with a final concentration of 10 μg ml−1

was used.

Transfection protocol

Transfection of MDA-MB-231 cells with siRNA was carried out
with a lipofectamine-based transfection by using RNAiMAX
reagent (Invitrogen, USA). The amount of lipofectamine was
optimized for the GAPDH siRNA-Cy3 (ThermoFisher, USA) to
be delivered to the cells inside the microfluidic channel.
Briefly, 5.5 μl of 20 μM siRNA was added to 200 μl of
OPTIMEM, and 6.25 μl of RNAiMAX was added to this
mixture. This complex was added to the cells. Plasmid
encoding EGFP (pEGFP-C1 (Clontech, 6084-1)) was used for
the plasmid delivery experiments. Lipofectamine transfection
was carried with Lipofectamine 3000 Reagent (Invitrogen,
USA) by optimizing the volume needed for the cells inside
the microfluidic channel. Briefly, 7.4 μl of Lipofectamine
3000 was added to 250 μl of OPTIMEM in a microfuge tube.
In another tube, 3 μl of pEGFP-C1 (3.3 μg μl−1) and 10 μl of
P3000 reagent were added to 250 μl of OPTIMEM. The two
OPTIMEM mixtures were then mixed and incubated for 10
minutes at room temperature. The transfection mixture was
added to MDA-MB-231 cells, and images were taken within
an hour post-treatment.

Calcium ion measurements

For the measurement of intracellular concentration of Ca2+,
Fluo-4, AM (ThermoFisher, USA) at a final concentration of
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10 μM in cell culture medium was prepared. Next, cells were
incubated with this solution for 20 min. Then, cells were
washed and incubated for another 20 min, before the
fluorescence images are taken.
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